Abstract. The world biggest decameter wavelength radio telescope UTR-2 and VLBI system URAN, as well as main observational programs carried out with the above mentioned instruments, are described.
The Universe at Very Low Radio Frequencies 491 tion of visibility function module for different bases and hour angles (Megn et al. 1998) .
During the years of operation of UTR-2 and the URAN system, a great amount of new astrophysical information was obtained (Braude 1992; Konovalenko 1996) . Most of the Universe's objects, including Earth's near space, the Solar system, the Galaxy, as well as the farthest objects such as radio galaxies and quasars, became accessible for investigation. It was proved that decameter wave radio astronomy could be very informative. Precise measurements of widely varying energetic, spatial, spectral, timing and polarization characteristics of space radio emission convey information about processes of the Universe scale, as well as fine atomic effects.
Among the main observational programs are the following: survey of extra galactic sources and composition of corresponding catalogue; investigation of radio emission parameters and spectra of quasars, galaxies, and galaxy clusters; investigation of distributed non-thermal radio emission of Galaxy; investigation of emission nebulas and ionized gas regions; investigation of supernova remnants and their interaction with interstellar medium; radio spectroscopy of interstellar medium with low frequency spectral lines of different kinds; investigation of impulse and continuum emission of pulsars; investigation of decametric emission of flare stars; investigation of sporadic and quiet emission of the Sun; investigation of emission from Jupiter and other planets of solar system and search for exoplanets; investigation of interplanetary medium and solar wind; decametric radar study of solar system objects; investigation of fine spatial structure of radio sources with VLBI, Moon occultation and scintillations methods.
In spite of high UTR-2 and URAN efficiency and big amount of positive astrophysical results, there are good perspectives of the future instrumentation and investigation development and even of the creation of new generation giant very low frequency radio telescopes.
